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Phase-Locked Rotation of Crystallized Non-neutral Plasmas by Rotating Electric Fields
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We report the precise control of the rotation frequency of strongly coupled non-neutral plasmas by
rotating electric fields. These plasmas of up to106 9Be1 ions are trapped in a Penning trap and laser
cooled into crystallized structures which undergo a rigid-body rotation. Bragg diffraction shows that
the crystalline lattice can be stable for longer than30 min (,108 rotations), and that the plasma rotation
can be phase locked to the applied field without any slip. These corotating plasmas are in a novel
global thermal equilibrium whose asymmetric surface shape (triaxial ellipsoid) has been measured.
[S0031-9007(97)04919-3]

PACS numbers: 52.25.Wz, 32.80.Pj
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Large numbers of particles with a single sign o
charge can be trapped and cooled in Penning traps [1
which use a combination of static electric and magne
fields for particle confinement. The global rotation o
these non-neutral plasmas about the magnetic field a
is necessary for the radial confinement [3]. Activ
control of this rotation prevents plasmas from spinnin
down under the ambient drag from static field erro
and background neutrals, and is important for a numb
of experiments including Coulomb crystal studies [4,5
precision spectroscopy [6–8], measurements of parti
and energy transport [9], trapping of antimatter plasm
[10,11], and storage of highly stripped ions [12]. As a
example, the second-order Doppler (time dilation) sh
due to rotational velocity in a Penning trap atomic cloc
can be minimized by stabilizing the rotation at a particul
frequency [7]. Radiation pressure from laser beams h
been used to vary the plasma rotation frequency [13,1
However, this method is limited to the few ion specie
whose atomic transitions are accessible by a laser, an
not precise due to laser power, frequency, and pointi
fluctuations. Recently, rotating azimuthally asymmetr
(“rotating wall”) electric fields have been used to appl
a torque on Mg1 plasmas with temperatures rangin
from 1 K to 5 3 104 K (4 eV), resulting in steady-state
confinement and density compression [15,16]. For the
uncorrelated plasmas, the stabilized rotation frequency
somewhat less than that of the rotating field, with a sl
which increases with the plasma temperature.

In this Letter, we demonstrate that rotating wall ele
tric fields applied to a Penning trap with quadratic pote
tials can control the rotation of laser-cooled, crystallize
9Be1 plasmas without slip, thus extending the applicab
ity of this technique from uncorrelated plasmas to strong
coupled systems. Both rotating dipole and quadrupo
fields perpendicular to the magnetic field are used
provide this precise control of the plasma rotation. W
will concentrate on quadrupole field results, since th
dipole configuration apparently requires multiple speci
or other nonideal effects to be effective and is ther
f
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fore less general. The rotating quadrupole field interac
with charges near the plasma surface, creating a sma
amplitude traveling wave. The torque due to this wave
then transferred to the plasma interior through Coulom
interactions, which act to bring the plasma to the sam
rotation frequency as the applied field [17]. For tem
peratures up to,10 K, side-view images show that the
plasma shape, which is determined by the rotation fr
quency, can be varied by gradually changing the rota
ing field frequency. When the plasma is sufficiently col
and crystalline lattices are formed, Bragg diffraction pro
vides a more accurate measurement of the rotation f
quency. It is observed that the lattice and its orientatio
with respect to the axial laser beam can be stable f
longer than 30 min (,108 rotations), and its rotation can
be phase locked to the rotating field during this time
In essence, these corotating plasmas have reached a
kind of global thermal equilibrium [17], where the rota-
tion frequency (and hence the density) is precisely set
an external drive. We have observed the predicted tria
ial ellipsoidal surface of this equilibrium state for oblate
(pancakelike) plasmas.

Figure 1 shows the apparatus and the rotatin
quadrupole field. The trap consists of a 127 mm lon
stack of cylindrical electrodes at room temperature with a
inner diameter of 40.6 mm, enclosed in a1028 Pa vacuum
chamber. The uniform magnetic fieldB0  4.46 T is
aligned parallel to the trap axis within0.01±, giving a
9Be1 (chargee and massm) cyclotron frequencyV 
eB0ym  2p 3 7.61 MHz. A quadratic axisymmetric
potential smv2

z y2ed fz2 2 sx2 1 y2dy2g is generated
near the trap center by biasing the central electrodes to
negative voltage2V0. At V0  1 kV, the single-particle
axial frequency vz  2p 3 799 kHz and the mag-
netron frequencyvm  sV 2

p
V2 2 2v2

z dy2  2p 3

42.2 kHz. The rotating quadrupole field, which has a
potential ~s y2 2 x2d coss2vwtd 1 2xy sins2vwtd, is
generated by applying properly phased sinusoidal voltag
of amplitudeVw to the sixfold azimuthal sectors of the
compensation electrodes [15].
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FIG. 1. Schematic side view of the cylindrical trap with rea
space imaging optics and Bragg diffraction detection syste
Cross section of the rotating quadrupole field (in thex-y plane)
is shown in the inset.

We create9Be1 plasmas by ionizing neutral Be atom
in a separate trap (not shown) and then transferring
ions to the main trap for experimentation [4,14]. Thi
procedure can be repeated several times to accumu
up to 106 ions. Immediately after loading, less than 5%
are contaminant ions, but this fraction grows on a 20
time scale due to9Be1 reactions with neutrals forming
ions with smaller charge-to-mass ratio. The trapped9Be1

ions are Doppler cooled by two laser beams at wavelen
l ø 313.11 nm. From previous experiments [13,14], w
estimate that temperaturesT & 10 mK can be obtained.
Here, kBT refers to the average ion thermal energy in
frame rotating with the plasma which is typically muc
smaller than the average kinetic energy in the glob
rotation (,102 K). The axial cooling beam, directed
parallel toB0, only cools the ion thermal motion while not
affecting the global rotation. A second beam propagati
perpendicular toB0 (not shown and turned off during
the Bragg scattering measurements) is used to vary
rotation frequency.

When the cloud reaches thermal equilibrium at the
cryogenic temperatures, it forms a uniform density sphe
oid, bounded byz2yz2

0 1 sx2 1 y2dyr2
0  1, with a rigid-

body rotation frequencyvr in the rangevm , vr ,

V 2 vm [14]. The particle densityn0 is determined
from vr according tov2

p ; e2n0ye0m  2vrsV 2 vr d,
where vp is the plasma frequency [14]. Since the in
fluence of image charges is negligible here, the effe
tive trapping potential in the frame rotating with the
plasma,sxr , yr , zd, is Fr  smv2

z y2ed fz2 1 bsx2
r 1 y2

r dg,
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where radial trapping strengthb ; sv2
p 2 v2

z dy2v2
z 

vr sV 2 vr dyv2
z 2 1y2 . 0 determines the aspect ratio

a ; z0yr0 [14,17]. An fy5 imaging system detects reso-
nantly scattered photons from the axial cooling beam (d
ameterø0.4 mm, powerø50 mW) to produce a side-view
image of the9Be1 ions, from which we measurea to ob-
tain vr andn0.

For the typical condition ofT & 10 mK and n0 *

4 3 108 cm23, we obtain a Coulomb coupling paramete
G ; se2y4pe0aWSd skBT d21 . 200, where Wigner-Seitz
radius aWS is defined by4pa3

WSy3 ; n21
0 . The strong

ion-ion coupling results in the formation of crystalline
lattices, which are typically body-centered cubic (bcc
in nearly spherical plasmas (a ø 1) with ion number
N * 2 3 105 [4,5]. As shown in Fig. 1, Bragg-scattered
light from the axial cooling beam is detected with a
second camera near the forward-scattering direction sin
l ø aWS [4].

When the rotating fields are first applied, their fre
quencyvw is set close tovr so that they interact strongly
with the plasma. By measuring the photon scattering ra
from the cooling beam for a fixed laser frequency, w
observe that the ion temperature does not change sign
cantly with the application of the rotating fields. Since
the rotating quadrupole field typically causes less than 1
shape distortion to the plasma (see later discussions),vr

can still be inferred from aspect ratioa within the 5% un-
certainty of the method. WithVw sufficiently large, we
are able to varyvr by gradually changingvw. By tuning
the laser frequency far below the resonance or blockin
the laser for short periods of time (,1 min), we can in-
creaseT up to ,10 K such that the plasma is weakly
correlated (G ø 0.2 for n0 ø 4 3 108 cm23), and still
be able to controlvr . Figure 2 showsvr versusvw

FIG. 2. The plasma rotation frequencyvr versus the
quadrupole field rotation frequencyvw. The frequencyvr is
determined from the aspect ratioa of several plasmas with
200 # V0 # 500 V. The inset shows a typical side-view
image and its boundary fit to an ellipse (dashed line), givinga
andvr .
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for several plasmas withN , 7 3 104 and vr ø Vy2
(vr  Vy2 is the Brillouin flow with maximal density
nB  5.9 3 109 cm23). The plasma rotation frequency
vr tracks vw closely within the experimental accuracy
demonstrating external control of the plasma rotation b
the rotating quadrupole field with both weak and stron
Coulomb coupling.

For a more accurate determination ofvr , we detect
the time dependence of Bragg-scattered light from r
tating crystals by strobing the diffraction camera wit
a gateable image intensifier [4,5]. Figure 3(a) shows
time-averaged diffraction pattern of concentric rings from
an approximately spherical plasma withN ø 7.5 3 105.
Even if this pattern is from a single crystal, rings are ob
served because of the plasma rotation about the axial la
beam [4]. With the rotating field applied and control
ling the plasma rotation, we trigger the intensifier syn
chronously with the rotating field to open the camera fo
50 ns each2pyvw period. This enables the camera t
record the diffraction pattern in the rest frame of the rota
ing field. Figure 3(b) shows such a time-resolved patte
taken nearly simultaneously with Fig. 3(a) and accum
lated over,106 rotations. The well-defined rectangula
dot pattern demonstrates that the crystal is phase locked
the rotating field. This phase-locked rotation is routine
obtained whenB0 is aligned within0.01± of the trap axis.
In addition, the crystalline lattice and its orientation with
respect to the laser beam can last longer than 30 min
der this rotation control.

With the rotating quadrupole field, the plasma surfac
is actually a spinning triaxial ellipsoid with three princi-
pal axes differing in length [17]. This particular shap
results in a total electric field having only the radial com
ponent so that the plasma undergoes a purely azimut
motion with a uniform rotation frequency. Sincevr 
vw , the combined effective trapping potential in the rota
ing frame becomesF0

r  smv2
z y2ed fz2 1 sb 2 ddx2

r 1

FIG. 3(color). Bragg diffraction from a crystalline lattice (bcc
with a h110j plane ' to z axis) in a plasma phase locked
to the rotating field (vr  vw  2p 3 140 kHz, n0 ø 4.3 3
108 cm23, a ø 1.1). (a) 1 s time-averaged pattern; (b) time
resolved pattern by strobing the camera with the rotating fie
(integration timeø5 s). Both graphs are in false color with
logarithmic photon count scales. The long rectangular shad
is from the deflector for the incident beam; four line shadow
that form a square are due to a wire mesh at the exit windo
of the vacuum chamber.
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r g, where d ; fg VwyV0 $ 0 is the relative

strength of the rotating field andfg depends only on the
trap geometry. The thermal equilibrium state in the fram
rotating with the plasma is bounded byz2yz2

0 1 x2
r yx2

0 1

y2
r yy2

0  1 with x0 $ y0, and the parallel and perpen-
dicular aspect ratios (ak ; z0yy0, a' ; x0yy0) are deter-
mined byb andd [17].

To maximizedyb, we reduceV0 to less than 200 V
and setvw close tovm. Side-view images of the plasma
are obtained at different phases of the rotating field
In the laboratory frame, the plasma radius along thex
axis is expected to oscillate at2vw , with an amplitude
proportional tox0 2 y0. Figure 4 shows such a plasma
with ak ø 0.15 anda' ø 1.4 rotating at 2.5 kHz (V0 
50 V, Vw ø 185 V). Excellent agreement between the
theory and data is exhibited, showing that the plasma
indeed equilibrated with the rotating field.

We have measured the dependence ofa' on parameters
d and b. Figure 5(a) showsa' versusd at fixed b 
0.103. Good agreement with the theory is obtained b
fitting this data forfg with the resultfg ø 6.38 3 1023.
Figure 5(b) showsa' versusb for fixed d ø 0.0159
using the calibratedfg value. Excellent agreement is again
observed, showing the rapid decrease to unity fora' as
b is increased. Under typical conditions (V0 $ 500 V,
Vw # 50 V, andvw $ 1.1vm, giving d , 7 3 1024 and
b . 0.1), a' 2 1 is less than 1%, but this small distortion
apparently generates sufficient torque to phase lock t
plasma rotation.

We have also examined rotation control using th
dipole field with a potential~y sinsvwtd 2 x cossvwtd.
Theoretically, this field should not control the plasma
rotation, because for a single-species plasma in a quadra
trap it only causes a center-of-mass orbital motion abo
the trap axis and is thus decoupled from the intern
plasma rotation. Experimentally, phase-locked rotatio
control similar to that by the quadrupole field is obtained
In addition, because larger dipole fields can be applie

FIG. 4. Oscillation of the plasma radiusrlab in 1.5 rotation
periods. The theory curve is calculated using the calibratedfg
from Fig. 5(a). The relative phase between the theory and da
is not adjusted.
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FIG. 5. Dependence of perpendicular aspect ratioa' versus
(a) rotating field strengthd and (b) radial trapping strengthb.
Two plasmas are used with50 # V0 # 100 V and 15 # Vw #
185 V. The geometric factorfg is calibrated in (a).

rotation stabilization in the rangevm , vr & 0.9 sV 2

vmd, which includes Brillouin flow, has been achieved
Experimental evidence suggests that the coupling betwe
the center-of-mass motion and plasma rotation can
provided by the contaminant ions which have a slightl
larger center-of-mass displacement than9Be1 due to
centrifugal inertia. By measuring the plasma dynam
response under sudden change ofvw [15], we have
observed that the torque from the dipole field increas
with time, presumably due to the growing number o
contaminant ions. This observation, however, does n
exclude the possibility that other nonideal effects can al
provide the coupling.

In the future, direct imaging of individual ions in
a crystallized plasma may be possible because of t
phase-locked rotation. Furthermore, the increased crys
stability improves the prospect of observing the solid
liquid phase transition.
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